world society institutional theories and
Plato’s Laws, with its subtle integration of the techniques of punishment, the justification for punishment, and the theory of human behavior, both echo the ambition of
Athenian intellectuals to
Plato’s theory of incarceration
Authorities are actively selling the idea of war; promoting the idea that the motherland is surrounded by enemies
how the kemalin is militarising russian society
Why don’t young people look to Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie, Sam Walton, Steve Jobs or other successful business leaders?
capitalism and business leaders propel our society towards a prosperous future
Chilean scientists studying organisms in one of the most remote places on Earth are urging regional leaders to step up efforts to tackle climate change.
chilean scientists study climate change at ‘end of the world’
Naslian Salamia, announced that the zoo has been nominated as an institutional member in the (WAZA). WAZA is the global alliance of regional associations, national federations, zoos and aquariums
vivaz zoo nominated as member in world association of zoos and aquariums
These challenges still stand in the way of democratic change in the region in the wake of the grassroots uprisings of the Arab Spring, writes Aam Al-Chahabi
years of change in the arab world
In an age of often bland and overridden church leaders, Desmond Tutu was simply extraordinary: in his charm and charisma; in his ability to reach a wider, global audience that normally had little time
desmond tutu and the last of the political preachers
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